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what had happened, the party hierarchy was rent with dissensions
such as it had not hitherto known. There was no doubt now that
a mighty effort must be made to avoid disaster. The failure of the
Storm Troops to rise spontaneously indicated the complete change
that had come over the movement. The very elements which four
days before had been threatening to march on Berlin because the
government would not negotiate^ now stayed quiescent after
their leader had suffered palpable humiliation. The alternative
had been all or nothing; he had got nothing and the great army
apparently had no intention now of giving all by force. What was
to be done?
Round the Leader there raged a storm of mutual recrimination,
not so much on policy as on the means of maintaining the spirit of
the troops. Merely "most determined" opposition to the presidial
cabinet was not enough to rouse the old enthusiasm, yet unless
that enthusiasm could be so stirred as to remain at once "legal"
and yet win the next election, there would have to be compro-
mise. The only question was whether there should be compromise
now; Schleicher had let it be known that the rebuff was not
definite. There could be no question of a Hitler chancellorship in
the meantime, but Hitler could enter either in propria persona
or by a deputy into the cabinet whenever he wanted. Before the
alternative, something or nothing, the quarrel raged as fiercely as
over the old one, all or nothing.
While the controversy was at its height, while Schleicher was
busy using his contacts, while Papen was waiting apparently in
Olympian content but privately only too willing to reach a
compromise which would give him some confidence in facing
parliament, an incident happened which all but precipitated dis-
aster. Some time before the dramatic day of rejection five Storm
Troopers had deliberately planned and carried out at Potempa,
near Beuthen, under circumstances of peculiar brutality, the
murder of a member of the Communist party, who, it was alleged,
no doubt with truth, had formerly been a member of one of
the ferocious bands of Polish insurgents in the great days of the
struggle for Silesia, and in serene confidence in the tenderness
of the courts towards political murderers had hardly endeavoured

